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Main station L11-H2 
 
 
 
 Ordering data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Supply of L111 system line through an intrinsically safe 
power supply unit 

 

 Line monitoring of DC and WL wires 

 

 Option for switchover between normal start-up warning and 
selective start-up warning 

 

 Separation of WL line and line-type cable for selective 
start-up warning 

 

 Control via parallel interface 
(start-up warning / repair work mode / stop acknowledgement) 

 

 

 

 Generation of a start-up warning tone and its monitoring 

 

 Switchover between two different start-up warning tones 
through DIP-switch 

 

 Output of a "faulted line tone" 

 

 Signal output for: 
WL line OK / Enable / Flashing of start-up warning 

 

 WL wire connection: protected against polarity reversal 

 

 Type of protection: I M 2 EEx ia I 

 
  
 
 Configuration 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The main station L11-H2 basically 

consists of the modules L1 central 

module 8063A11E, L1 tone generator 

8063A21 and the connecting termi-

nals. These components are installed in 

a blue powder-coated steel sheet en-

closure of protection degree IP54. The 

connecting cables are led into the 

enclosure and brought into contact 

with the respective connecting termi-

nals through four cable entries of size 

PG16 and one of size PG21 (optional-

ly, the WL system line can be connect-

ed to a 6-pole socket). 

In the "Saar" design, the main station 

L11-H2 additionally features 2 

REL9.2 coupling modules with diode 

terminating elements. 

Designation Type Item no. 

Main station L11-H2 128 814 41 AX 

Main station of design "Saar" L11-H2 128 814 41 01 AX 
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Functional Description
The main station L11-H2 is the start-

ing point of the L111 system line and 

supplies all devices of the intercom 

system or the first power supply sec-

tion connected to the system line with 

current from the external 12V power 

supply unit.  

The internal electronics modules of the 

L11-H2 main station also are supplied 

by the external power supply unit.  

To ensure proper functioning of the 

system, a voltage of  8 V DC must 

always be applied to the end of the WL 

line. If the applied voltage is below 6 

V DC, the output "WL line OK" of the 

L11-H2 will be switched off. 

The L11-H2 modules (L1 central 

module 8063A11E and L1-tone gener-

ator 8063A21) generate the start-up 

warning tone (emergency service siren 

tone or howling tone, adjustable via 

switch S1), stop acknowledgement 

tone and faulted line tone. The L1 

central module 8063A11E monitors 

the two LF wires in the system line 

(WL1 and WL2) and indicates the 

corresponding state via the output 

"WL line OK" which is separated by 

an optocoupler. If a fault is detected on 

the LF lines of the L111 system line, 

the "faulted line tone" will be emitted 

for a pre-set period of time and then 

switched off (depending on the version 

of the operating program), to prevent 

the rechargeable batteries of the speak-

ing stations from unnecessary strain. 

 

The L1 central module 8063A11E also 

monitors the start-up warning during 

normal operation and repair work 

mode (see below). If the request "start-

up warning" is set via the correspond-

ing output, regardless of repair work 

mode also being active or not, the 

central module will first check if a 

fault on the LF lines occurred. If so, 

the request will be ignored and the 

faulted line tone will be emitted in-

stead. 

 

If the supply line features an open 

circuit, the main station L11-H2 also 

emits the faulted line tone. 

 

Additionally, the L1 central module 

8063A11E coordinates the LF connec-

tion with the external WL line (line-

type cable). Depending on the switch-

ing position of S3, emission of a selec-

tive start-up warning is possible. This 

ensures that the start-up warning tone 

will not be injected into the external 

WL line (line-type cable). In case of 

selective warnings, the operator can 

inject the start-up warning tone at the 

volume pre-set by him into the exter-

nal WL line (line-type cable) by means 

of slide switch "EXT.WL" and internal 

potentiometer P4 (e.g. for check pur-

poses in a control room on the sur-

face). 

To control the L11-H2 functions (start-

up warning / repair work mode / stop 

acknowledgement), the L1-central 

module 8063-A11E features three 

inputs for the connection of potential-

free contacts functioning as diode 

terminating elements (see block dia-

gram): 

* Start-up warning 

 Terminal 7 / 8 LED "ANL" 

* Repair work mode 

 Terminal 9 / 10 LED "REP" 

* Stop acknowledgement 

 Terminal 11 / 12 LED "STQ" 

 

If one of the above mentioned inputs is 

activated via an intrinsically safe 

contact with diode terminating element 

function (contact is closed), the corre-

sponding LED at the L1-central mod-

ule is on and remains activated as long 

as the corresponding input signal is 

active. 

 

The output of L11-H2 status infor-

mation to external devices and/or 

systems is ensured by three potential-

free optocoupler outputs (with diode 

terminating element function), to 

which intrinsically safe circuits may be 

connected (see block diagram): 

 

* Flashing of start-up warning 

 Terminal 1 / 2 LED "ANL" 

* Enable 

 Terminal 3 / 4 LED "FRG" 

* WL line OK 

 Terminal 5 / 6 LED "LTG" 

 

If one of the above mentioned outputs 

is activated, the corresponding LED at 

the L1 tone generator module is on. If 

deactivated, the outputs are high im-

pedance, if deactivated, they are low 

impedance. 

In the "Saar" design, relay modules are 

connected in series to the optocoupler 

outputs "enable" (terminals 3 /4) and 

"WL line OK" (terminals 5 / 6). By 

means of an appropriate connection 

with diode terminating elements, thus 

a potential-free changeover switch 

with double diode characteristics can 

be generated.  

In the following, the L11-H2 functions 

start-up warning, repair work mode 

and stop acknowledgement are de-

scribed in detail:  

 

* Start-up warning: 

(normal operation, no repair work 

mode): 

(for the corresponding periods for 

early warning etc. as stored in the 

operation program, refer to the operat-

ing program versions which are listed 

separately) 

 

** Activation: 

The control sends the request "start-up 

warning" to the main station L11-H2, 

by closing one of the intrinsically safe 

contacts with diode terminating ele-

ment function which is connected to 

terminals 7 / 8 of the L11-H2.  

 

** Action of the L11-H2: 

The main station L11-H2 verifies 

whether the intercom wire pair in the 

system line operates without fault. If 

no line fault is detected, the start-up 

warning tone generator is activated (2 

tones possible, setting by means of a 

DIP switch / see below), the start-up 

warning tone is emitted and monitored 

for its adequate volume. 

 

After the programmed early warning 

period (5 s) has ended, the intrinsically 

safe potential-free optocoupler output 

"enable"(terminals 3 / 4) is activated, 

while the start-up warning tone will 

still be emitted for a pre-set post warn-

ing period and then be shut off.  

The output "enable" remains activated 

as long as the request for the emission 

of the "start-up warning" is enabled 

and no line fault is detected. 

 

During the start-up warning (early 

warning period + post warning period) 

the signal "flashing of start-up warn-

ing" is available at terminals 1 / 2 of 

the L1 tone generator. This signal can 

be used to simultaneously indicate the 

start-up warning optically, with the 

output being activated at a pulse duty 

factor of 0.5 s : 0.5 s (the correspond-

ing LED "ANL" of the L1 tone genera-

tor will flash at the pulse rate of the 

activation). 

 

If the control cancels the request "start-

up warning" directly after receipt of 

the signal "enable", the start-up warn-

ing will immediately be stopped and 

the signal "enable" be cancelled, too 

(the corresponding LEDs go off). 

In two cases the signal "enable" is not 

be activated: 

1. a line fault is detected 

2. the start-up warning tone at the L1 

central module output does not 

reach the necessary minimum vol-

ume 
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* Sectional start-up warning 

(selective start-up warning): 

(for the corresponding periods for 

early warning etc. as stored in the 

operation program, refer to the operat-

ing program versions which are listed 

separately) 

 

** Precondition: 

Set DIP switch S3 of L1 tone genera-

tor 8063-A21 of L11-H2 (main sta-

tion) to the position "sectional start-up 

warning" (S3 = OFF). 

 

** Activation: 

The control sends the request "start-up 

warning" to the main station L11-H2, 

by closing one of the intrinsically safe 

contacts with diode terminating ele-

ment function which is connected to 

terminals 7 / 8 of the L11-H2.  

 

** Action of the L11-H2: 

The main station L11-H2 verifies 

whether the intercom wire pair in the 

system line operates without fault. If 

no line fault is detected, the start-up 

warning tone generator is activated (2 

tones possible, setting by means of a 

DIP switch / see below), the start-up 

warning tone is emitted and monitored 

for its adequate volume. 

 

Attention: 

The start-up warning tone will only be 

emitted via the WL line of this WL 

system. The start-up warning tone will 

not be emitted via the external WL line 

(connecting cable to other WL sys-

tems, in short "line type cable"). The 

"faulted line tone" or the "stop 

acknowledgement tone" also will only 

be emitted via the WL wires of the 

corresponding L111 system line and 

will not be injected into the external 

WL line. 

 

After the programmed early warning 

period (5 s) has ended, the intrinsically 

safe potential-free optocoupler output 

"enable" (terminals 3 / 4) is activated, 

while the start-up warning tone will 

still be emitted for a pre-set post warn-

ing period and then shut off.  

The output "enable" remains activated 

as long as the request for the emission 

of the "start-up warning" is enabled 

and no line fault is detected. 

 

During the start-up warning (early 

warning period + post warning period) 

the signal "flashing of start-up warn-

ing" is available at terminals 1 / 2 of 

the L1 tone generator.  

If the control cancels the request "start-

up warning" directly after receipt of 

the signal "enable", the start-up warn-

ing will immediately be stopped and 

the signal "enable" be cancelled, too 

(the corresponding LEDs go off). 

  

Note: 

The function "sectional start-up warn-

ing" is used, where a sectional warning 

is necessary, e.g. on a large conveyor 

system, consisting of several individu-

al conveyors. During the start-up of an 

individual conveyor, the start-up warn-

ing will only be emitted in the section 

of this specific conveyor; the other 

conveyor sections will not be con-

cerned. 

 

This function is realised by separating 

the external line-type cable from the 

WL line of the L111 system line by a 

relay contact for the duration of signal-

ling the tones "start-up warning", 

"faulted line", and "stop acknowl-

edgement". 

A "non-reacting amplifier" within the 

L1 tone generator of the L11-H2 ena-

bles voice and signals of the external 

line-type cable to reach the WL line of 

the L111 system line even during a 

"sectional start-up warning"; a trans-

mission in reverse direction, however, 

is not possible. 

 

* Repair work mode: 

(for the corresponding periods for 

early warning etc. as stored in the 

operation program, refer to the operat-

ing program versions which are listed 

separately) 

 

** Activation: 

First, the control sends the information 

"repair work mode" to the main station 

L11-H2, by closing one of the intrinsi-

cally safe contacts with diode terminat-

ing element function which is connect-

ed to terminals 9 / 10 of the L11-H2.  

Then the control sends the request 

"start-up warning" to the main station 

L11-H2, by closing an intrinsically 

safe contact with diode terminating 

element function which is connected to 

terminals 7 / 8 of the L11-H2.  

 

** Action of the L11-H2: 

The main station L11-H2 verifies 

whether the intercom wire pair in the 

system line operates without fault. If 

no line fault is detected, the start-up 

warning tone generator is activated, 

the start-up warning tone is emitted 

and monitored for its adequate volume. 

After the programmed early warning 

period, the intrinsically safe, potential-

free optocoupler output "enable" will 

be activated (terminals 3 / 4). The 

start-up warning tone will be emitted 

as long as the request "start-up warn-

ing" is valid, without, however, ex-

ceeding a maximum start-up warning 

period. After 12 s (after starting the 

emission of the start-up warning tone) 

the volume will be reduced to approx. 

1/3 of the original volume.  

After the end of the maximum start-up 

warning period (3 min.) the output 

"enable" will be deactivated and the 

emission of the start-up warning tone 

ends. To emit a further warning (in 

repair work mode), it is necessary to 

cancel and restart the request "start-up 

warning". 

 

* Stop acknowledgement 

(for the corresponding periods for the 

signalling stored in the operating 

program, refer to the operating pro-

gram versions which are listed sepa-

rately) 

 

** Activation: 

The control sends the request "stop 

acknowledgement" to the main station 

L11-H2, by closing one of the intrinsi-

cally safe contacts with diode terminat-

ing element function which is connect-

ed to terminals 11 / 12 of the L11-H2.  

 

** Action of the L11-H2: 

The main station L11-H2 verifies 

whether the intercom wire pair in the 

system line operates without fault. If 

no line fault is detected, the stop 

acknowledgement tone (5x50ms, 

800Hz impulse at an interval of 50ms, 

4.5 s break) is sent to the WL line. 

 

Attention: 

The control input "stop acknowledge-

ment" as described above can only be 

used in the standard design version. 

The "Saar" design does not feature this 

control input and the corresponding 

function. 

 

* Line monitoring: 

 

** Activation: 

The monitoring electronics in the L1 

central module of the L11-H2 (main 

station) detects a fault on the system 

line in the DC wire pair and/or in the 

WL wire pair, if the DC voltage drops 

below 6V DC in the conductor loop 

DC wire <-> WL wires (this may be 

caused by wire break / short circuit or 

by low-resistance shunt).  

 

** Action of the L11-H2: 

The output "WL line OK" of the L1 

tone generator of the L11-H2 is deac-

tivated (i.e. it is set into a high-

impedance condition) and the corre-

sponding LED "LTG" goes off. The 

emission of the start-up warning tone 

is interrupted, the output "enable" is 

deactivated and the faulted line tone 

(800 Hz impulse for 0.5 s, 1.5 s break) 
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is emitted via the WL wires of the 

L111 system line. 

 

Note: 

If the detected fault is a break of the 

WL wire pair, the faulted line tone 

will only be emitted by the speaking 

stations (LV30) installed between the 

L111 main station and the location of 

the break (this does not apply to a 

short circuit of the WL wire pair). 

 

 
 
 

Dimensional drawing L11-H2 
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